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Chapter 521. There is always a way out 

 

Dongfang Mo boarded a yacht and went straight to the icefire island because the star Moon Island and 

the icefire island were in one direction on the high seas. However, the icefire island was only a few 

hundred nautical miles behind the star Moon Island. 

A Hao said that Dongfang Jun was actually not familiar with the islands on the high seas. This was 

because he was young and had taken over the Dongfang Group after studying abroad. He had always 

held the so-called position of president He had never really dealt with people from the underworld. 

Dongfang Yingwu had always dealt with people from the underworld, so he was familiar with the ice and 

fire islands on the high seas like star-moon Island. Dongfang Mei had been like a empress dowager for 

the past five years Dongfang Jun was implementing the policy of listening to the government from 

behind the curtain. Many of the decisions in the Dongfang Group seemed to be made by Dongfang Jun, 

but they were actually made by Dongfang Mei. 

Dongfang Mei was a woman of the Dongfang family, but she had always been very ambitious. She had 

always been dissatisfied that her brother was the president of the Dongfang Group and did not give her 

any positions, so she had been staying at home for a long time and refused to marry out. 

Of course, Dongfang Mo did not know much about Dongfang Mei when she was young. He only knew 

that Dongfang Mei and his other aunt, Zheng Yifan, and Zheng Yiping’s mother, Dongfang Lan, did not 

have a good relationship. 

The yacht that Hao had prepared for Dongfang Mo was the most advanced one. It was not slower than 

Dongfang Jun’s yacht. It was only because they were a few hours late that they did not manage to catch 

up with Dongfang Jun’s yacht. 

They chased for the whole night until the next morning, when the sky was just beginning to brighten. 

Dongfang Mo suddenly saw through his binoculars that a yacht not far ahead had stopped. If he was not 

mistaken, it should be Dongfang Jun’s yacht. 

He could not help but wonder why Dongfang Jun had stopped at star-moon island in front of him The 

terrain of star-moon island was not suitable for any trade, and that place was easy to attack but difficult 

to defend? 

Dongfang Mo could not figure it out. In fact, Dongfang Jun, who was on the cruise ship, could not figure 

it out either. Although he had never been to ice-fire island or star-moon island, he had heard his mother, 

Dongfang Mei, mention it countless times. 

The terrain of ice-fire island was treacherous. The island on it could be described as half an iceberg and 

half a flame. That kind of place was truly suitable for Yan Rulai to make a trade with Dongfang mo or 

Nangong Xun. Moreover, it was easy to defend but difficult to attack. 

On the other hand, the Star Moon Island was the exact opposite. This was because the star Moon Island 

was an island that could not distinguish between day and night. It was as if the entire day and twenty 



hours were spent in the night with stars and the Moon. It was not that people and things could not be 

seen on the island It was just that they could not be seen clearly, because at any time, they would 

appear hazy. 

When Dongfang Jun asked Dongfang Yingwu about this question.. Dongfang Yingwu smiled and said, 

“the safer the place looks, the more dangerous it is. Don’t worry, the Star Moon Island is definitely the 

best place to make a deal. This time, we will definitely win the battle. Dongfang Group, one inch ink city, 

from now on, it will be ours. ” 

Hearing Dongfang Yingwu’s words, Dongfang Jun’s heart relaxed a little. Because Dongfang Yingwu had 

always been close to the underworld, if he said that this was a good place, then it should not be wrong. 

Therefore, he said to Dongfang Yingwu, “so, should we bring Yan ru to the island now or let her continue 

to stay in the secret room on the cruise ship? My brother will catch up soon. ” 

“Let her stay in the secret room on the cruise ship first. ” The one who answered was not Dongfang 

Yingwu, but Dongfang Mei. She looked at Dongfang Yingwu and Dongfang Jun and said, “there is no 

safer and more secret place on Star Moon Island than on the cruise ship. ” 
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Yan Ru had been sleeping against the wall in the secret room for an unknown period of time. It was only 

when she heard a small noise outside that she woke up. 

She thought that mother Wang had brought her food again, so she rubbed her eyes without much care. 

Then, she instinctively raised her head to look at the place where mother Wang had entered. In fact, she 

could not see a door. 

That place did not move at all. There was no sign of anyone pushing the door. At the same time, there 

was no mother Wang in the room. Obviously, mother Wang had not entered or pushed the door. 

She could not help but yawn. It was only now that she felt hungry, so she could not help but smile 

bitterly. It seemed that she was so hungry that she was hallucinating. That was why she had heard the 

sound and thought that mother Wang had come. 

Thinking of this, she stood up, changed the wall, and slid down again. She was about to close her eyes 

again and continue to chat with Eunuch Zhou, because when she was chatting with Eunuch Zhou, she 

could see her little feathers, but at this moment, she heard the sound again. 

She was slightly stunned, but she immediately understood that this was not an illusion. Although the 

sound was extremely low, it was very obvious. It seemed to be coming from outside the small window. 

She instinctively shivered and quickly stood up. She stood on her tiptoes and looked outside the small 

window. She saw a person wearing brown clothes and a brown cloth cover lying on the wall outside He 

was sawing around the small window with a miniature chainsaw. 

She was shocked and almost cried out! 



Although the light was so dim and she could not see the person’s face clearly because his face was 

covered by Brown cloth like Batman, she knew that the person outside was Che Qixuan, also known as 

Dongfang Yu. 

Why did Dongfang Yu come here? 

This sentence had to start from the time Che Qixuan left Korea. 

Ever since he transformed into Che Qixuan, Dongfang Yu had spent a lot of time on the high seas. He 

had long changed from a racing driver to a diving general at the bottom of the sea. Therefore, he could 

travel freely at the bottom of the sea. He could almost be said to be a free frogman. 

He had originally analyzed that Dongfang Jun would bring Yan ru to ice and fire island because ice and 

fire island was fraught with danger. It was an extremely easy place to defend, and it was not an easy 

thing to rescue yan ru from that place. 

Therefore, he boarded the yacht and headed straight for the icefire island. However, after waiting for 

almost half a day on the icefire island, he actually did not see Dongfang Jun’s yacht. 

Therefore, he could not help but feel puzzled. Dongfang Jun’s yacht had yet to arrive at the icefire island. 

Did this mean that they did not understand the living conditions of the icefire island, so they eventually 

gave up on the icefire island and chose Star Moon Island? 

With this thought in mind, he immediately boarded his small portable yacht and sailed towards star 

Moon Island. Fortunately, the icefire island was not too far from star Moon Island, and his yacht was the 

most advanced yacht in the world, so he arrived a few hours later. 

As expected, his guess was right. Dongfang Jun’s yacht was indeed docked at star-moon island. 

Moreover, when he arrived, he just happened to see Dongfang Jun and his group disembarking from the 

yacht. It was obvious that they were going to set up camp on star-moon Island. 

It seemed that Dongfang Jun was planning to make a deal with Dongfang Mo on star-moon Island. 

Therefore, he was in a daze. How could he steal Yan ru from these people later? 

It did not seem to be easy on star-moon island, because this place was flat, and there was no place to 

hide. 
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Thus, he began to think again. If he could not bring Yan ru away by himself, should he help Dongfang Mo 

later Should he let Dongfang Mo know that he was not a monk at the Lianhua Temple in Las Vegas? 

Che Qixuan was depressed for a long time. He kept hesitating if he would meet Dongfang Mo later. Once 

they met, what should he and Dongfang Mo say? 

REMINISCE Or Quarrel? 

Also, should he introduce himself to Dongfang Mo? 



However, he soon realized that these entanglements were purely unnecessary. Although Dongfang Jun 

and his group had disembarked from the cruise ship, they did not bring Yan ru to star-moon island. 

He instantly understood that Dongfang Jun’s decision to dock at star-moon island was made at the last 

minute. He probably planned to go to ice-fire island at first. Perhaps ice-fire island was not ready, or 

perhaps ice-fire island’s situation today was not suitable for people to go up.. That was why he changed 

his plan in such a hurry. 

The reason why Dongfang Jun did not bring Yan ru along on the cruise ship was probably because there 

was no place on star Moon Island where Yan ru was imprisoned. Therefore, it was safer for Yan ru to 

stay on the cruise ship than to bring her to star Moon Island. 

After all, Dongfang Jun was also afraid that Dongfang Mo would snatch her away and not make a deal 

with him. Then, wouldn’t his efforts be in vain? 

Yan Ru staying on the cruise ship was a safer measure for Dongfang Jun. However, it was also the most 

convenient way for him to save Yan Ru. 

After Dongfang Jun and his group got off star Moon Island, he immediately used his maritime phone to 

inform Pu Yongjun to drive the submarine to the bottom of a cruise ship on star Moon Island. 

He quickly put on his diving suit and hid the yacht under a big tree on a nameless island closest to star-

moon island. Only then did he get into the water and swim down from the surface of the sea. 

Dongfang Jun arranged people to guard the cruise ship. These people stared at the ships coming and 

going on the surface of the sea, because they were certain that the cruise ship would either catch up to 

them or the cruise ship would catch up to them if they came to save Yan Ru. 

However, they never dreamed that someone would dive down from the surface of the sea, so when Che 

Qixuan arrived at the bottom of the cruise ship, these people didn’t know. 

Che Qixuan circled around the cruise ship and finally found the place where Yan ru was imprisoned. The 

walls of this place were made of special materials, and there was only a window that was not much 

bigger than a palm It was in stark contrast to the bright and clean windows and floor-to-ceiling curtains. 

He knew that the special material was very hard. It was not something that could be cut by ordinary 

knives. However, not only did he have a sharp blade on him, he also had a miniature electric saw. 

He slowly climbed up the edge of the cruise ship. Fortunately, star-moon island was a foggy place 24 

hours a day, so he could not see anything clearly Therefore, his brown diving suit was not easy to be 

discovered under such light. 

He stuck to the cruise ship like a bat and used a miniature electric saw to saw the special material. 

Although the electric saw and the special material would make a slight sound when it rubbed against 

each other, because of the strong sea breeze and the strong waves.. These sounds were drowned out by 

the sea breeze and the waves. 

As he was sawing vigorously, he saw Yan ru’s face appear from the small window. He immediately made 

a gesture to her to be patient and then sped up the movement of the special material in his hand. 



Yan Ru was excited. She nervously stared at the small window. Gradually, a large part of the car’s side 

was cut off. The window was big enough horizontally, but not vertically. 
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Che Qixuan threw in a set of clothes for her and gestured for her to quickly put on the set of clothes. 

Yan Ru nodded and immediately started to move. She picked up the set of clothes and put it on. 

However, she realized that the set of clothes was different from ordinary clothes. This was because the 

set of clothes was connected to the body and could cover the entire person, including the entire face. 

Alright, she did not know what set of clothes this was. However, she trusted Che Qixuan very much, so 

she did not ask further. She quickly put it on until she felt something that looked like Zhu bajie’s mouth 

Only then did she vaguely think that it might be a diving suit. 

Dongfang Mo’s yacht had been following Dongfang Jun’s yacht at full speed. Because it was a few hours 

late, when his yacht arrived at star-moon Island, Dongfang Jun and the others had already been waiting 

for him on star-moon island for a few hours. 

His Yacht chose a place that was easy to advance and retreat to park. Then, he walked towards star-

moon island with a Hao. He had just taken two steps when he was immediately ‘welcomed’ by the 

people that Dongfang Jun had arranged. 

Dongfang Mo frowned. Although he was unhappy in his heart, he did not show it on his face. Since he 

was making a deal with Dongfang Jun, then as long as Dongfang Jun handed Yan ru over to him safely, 

he would naturally keep his promise He would hand over all his belongings to Dongfang Jun.. 

A Hao had been following behind Dongfang Mo the whole time. They seemed to have come in pairs. Of 

course, there was definitely more than two of them. However, there were some people who were acting 

as backup. 

Dongfang Mo knew that he was only a few hours late. During these few hours, Dongfang Jun had 

already set up temporary wooden houses on Star Moon Island. It was obvious that he had made all sorts 

of preparations. 

Dongfang Mo walked in very naturally and found Dongfang Mei and Dongfang Jun sitting inside, while 

Dongfang Yingwu was nowhere to be seen. It was likely that he was hiding somewhere at the moment. 

“Aunt Gu and third brother are going to take over all of the Dongfang family’s assets. Their appetites are 

indeed big enough. ” Dongfang Mo remained expressionless as he stood there quietly looking at the two 

of them. 

Dongfang Jun’s face turned slightly red Then, he hurriedly said, “big brother, look at what you’re saying. 

We’re just making a venture capital investment. Actually, we don’t have the intention of taking over all 

of the Dongfang family’s assets. If big brother thinks that 11 billion for Yan Ru, a woman, isn’t worth it, 

we won’t force it. Because other people don’t think it’s not worth it. If someone is willing to exchange, 

then so be it. ” 



Dongfang Jun’s words were extremely calm and indifferent. What he meant was, Dongfang Mo, you’re 

only one of the clients that I’ve informed. I’m not forcing you to come, and I have no intention of taking 

over your Dongfang family’s assets. 

This time, I only spent money to buy a very valuable fish. As for whether this fish is important to you or 

whether you need to spend money to buy it, that is your own business and has nothing to do with me. 

When Dongfang Mo heard these words, he was slightly stunned in his heart, and then his brows creased 

without a trace. 

It seemed that the position of the CEO of the Dongfang Group over the past five years had trained 

Dongfang Jun. the young and tender young lad had now become more and more experienced, and 

under the guidance of Dongfang Yingwu and Dongfang Mei.. Dongfang Jun had gradually lost his original 

kindness and innocence. Now, he had become extremely sinister and cunning. 
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He looked at Dongfang Jun without batting an eyelid, then glanced at Dongfang Mei Then, he said 

indifferently, “alright, since we are a family, we all know what kind of tricks each of us have in our 

hearts. I don’t want to drag you into other matters. Since we are here to make a deal, then… ” 

Dongfang Mo paused for a moment, then looked at his family who were blood-related to him. Now that 

they were enemies, the mother and son said coldly, “then, we will still follow the rules of the Jianghu, 

hand over the person and hand over the money. ” 

“Of course. ” Dongfang Jun looked at Dongfang Mo, then nodded with a sincere expression. “Big 

Brother, show me your sincerity first, then I will naturally get someone to bring Yan ru out. ” 

Dongfang Mo nodded, then gestured to a Hao beside him to open a leather bag that he had brought 

with him. Then, he took out the cheque that he had already written, the land deed in one inch ink city, 

and the shares of the Dongfang Group for Dongfang Jun to see one by one. 

“Alright, it’s all true. ” After Dongfang Jun looked at it.. Then, he immediately pushed over a transfer 

agreement that he had long prepared and gave it to Dongfang Mo. “big brother, sign this. After you sign 

it, Yan ru will be yours, and these properties of yours will be mine. Compared to big brother’s loyalty, of 

course, I’m much more tacky. ” 

Dongfang Mo quickly put away his things, then pushed the agreement that Dongfang Jun had pushed 

over to the middle Then, he said plainly, “what are you busy with? Third Brother knows to check the 

goods first. Can’t I look at the person first? What if I give you the goods and you give me a dummy? ” 

Dongfang Mo’s words actually implied that the Xi Muru that he had won from Nangong Xun five years 

ago was a fake. Furthermore, Nangong Xun and Dongfang Mei had actually worked together in secret, 

so the plan to have Xi Muxue pretend to be Xi Muru back then.. It was still unknown who came up with 

it. 

As the saying goes, “you should learn from your mistakes the last time. Similarly, it’s impossible for 

Dongfang Mo to do it a second time. “. 



Dongfang Jun frowned when he heard Dongfang Mo’s words. Then, he turned his head to look at his 

mother, Dongfang Mei. Seeing that Dongfang Mei gave him a slight nod, he quickly sent someone to the 

secret room of the cruise ship to bring Yan ru over. 

After his men turned to leave.. Dongfang Jun then looked at Dongfang Mo and said, “big brother should 

feel very honored because you only paid Yan ru’s price, but I’ve implemented the principle of two for 

one for you. Mother Wang, who used to be the nanny of the Xi family, is also in my hands now. Later, I’ll 

ask her to accompany Xi Muxue to return an inch with you… … Return to Binhai with you.” 

Dongfang Jun had originally wanted to say one inch Mo city, but just as he said the word “an inch” , he 

remembered that one inch Mo city would not belong to Dongfang Mo later because Dongfang Mo 

would transfer one inch mo city to him later. 

Dongfang Jun had not expected Dongfang Mo to be willing to give up his entire fortune for Yan ru, so 

while he was happy, he also felt a faint sense of worry in his heart. 

Based on his understanding of Dongfang Mo, he felt that Dongfang Mo was not a sentimental man. He 

would not do something romantic, especially when it came to love. 

Dongfang Mo was a rational person. In his mind, the word ‘profit’ was always at the top. That was why 

he had once rejected his eldest cousin Zheng Yiping’s love and many beautiful women’s advances That 

was why he had very rationally chased Xi Muru out of one inch ink city when the XI family closed down. 
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Such a man who did not know what Love was, or rather, a man who bound marriage and interests 

together 

Such a man who valued interests above everything else, such a man who did not know what it was like 

to love someone his entire life, would actually agree to exchange all his assets for Yan ru. This made him 

unable to understand. 

However, it was one thing to be unable to understand, but it was another thing for Dongfang Mo to do 

so. Therefore, when he received Dongfang Mo’s willingness to exchange all his assets for Yan ru, he was 

puzzled. 

His mother, Dongfang Mei, had said it well. Dongfang Mo was a person who could not be deduced by 

common sense. He did not need to use his brain to deduce Dongfang Mo’s actions, as long as he was 

willing to use all of his assets. 

Dongfang Mo had been sitting there waiting for Dongfang Jun’s men to bring Yan ru over, but ten 

minutes had passed, and Yan ru had not been brought over yet, so he was a little impatient. Just as he 

was about to ask Dongfang Jun how much longer he needed.. He saw the person who had run away 

earlier run in with a flustered expression. 

“CEO Jun, not good. Yan Ru… it’s that Xi Muxue. She’s gone! ” The person was panting as he ran. 

Because he was in a hurry, he had forgotten to lower his voice when he spoke, so Dongfang Mo heard 

what he said … 



“What? How did this happen? ” Dongfang Mo and Dongfang Jun were almost shocked at the same time! 

“Did you check carefully? How did YAN RU DISAPPEAR? ” Dongfang Jun immediately stood up and 

quickly turned around to run towards the cruise ship. 

Dongfang Mo was slightly stunned and followed behind Dongfang Jun. Dongfang Mei shouted 

something from behind, as if to tell Dongfang Mo not to follow her, but Dongfang Mo definitely would 

not listen to her at this time. 

Dongfang Mei stomped her feet in anger. She was about to stop Ah Hao, but AH HAO had already 

chased after Dongfang Mo’s figure one step ahead of her. She was so angry that she could not help but 

curse. She grabbed a transmitter beside her and was about to press the switch. 

“Don’t press the switch randomly. ” A deep voice came from behind her. “Dongfang Mo and AH JUN are 

less than a step apart. If you press the switch, you will definitely hurt our Jun ‘er. ” 

Dongfang Mei’s hand trembled for a moment. She immediately threw the transmitter aside and asked in 

a low voice, “how did that woman disappear? ” 

“I don’t know what happened yet. I’ll only know after I rush over to check. ” A low voice drifted over. It 

was obvious that he was also rushing towards the cruise ship. 

Dongfang Mei was slightly stunned, then she quickly turned around and ran towards the cruise ship. She 

only thought in her heart that no matter what, she had to find that valuable Yan ru first. She definitely 

couldn’t let Dongfang mo off so easily. 

Dongfang Mo boarded the cruise ship with Dongfang Jun. Dongfang Jun’s subordinates had long since 

left their posts at the door because everyone had already devoted themselves to looking for Yan ru. 

Therefore, Dongfang Mo followed Dongfang Jun to the secret room where Yan ru was imprisoned 

without any hindrance. The first thing he saw was a large hole on the wall that could allow people to 

climb out. 

“What’s going on? ” Dongfang Jun pointed at the window and shouted He looked at his men and asked 

sternly, “this window has been drilled through by someone, yet you guys didn’t see it? Are you guys just 

doing this for free? who was the one who drilled the hole from the outside? And who took Yan ru away? 

” 
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Who was the one who drilled the hole from the outside And who was the one who took Yan ru away? 

NO IDEA Everyone looked at each other, but no one knew. 

“WE HAVEN’T FOUND ANY YACHTS APPROACHING! ” Someone reported, “So far, we haven’t found any 

yachts approaching our cruise ship. ” 

“We haven’t found anyone approaching either, ” someone on the other side reported, “moreover, the 

outer wall of this secret chamber is made of a special material. To drill such a big hole, it’s impossible for 



two people to do it. Our searchlights have been shooting on the surface of the sea, and we haven’t 

found anyone swimming over. ” 

“There’s no one on the yacht? Could it be that Yan ru could drill through the walls made of this special 

material with her own hands? ” Dongfang Jun’s face turned green as he looked at his subordinates. “Are 

all of you here for nothing? You can’t even defend a single person? ” 

Dongfang Mo carefully observed the terrain here. It was indeed a very difficult place to attack because 

the yacht was parked in the deep water area. It was impossible for the yacht to come over, and it could 

be discovered at any time. 

It was almost impossible for a person to swim over because the searchlight would be able to see you 

when you were five meters away from the yacht. Therefore, no one had the chance to swim to the side 

of the yacht, even if it was a world-class swimming champion. 

Then, was there really no way to reach the outside of the cruise ship? 

There was, there definitely was, and that was snorkeling! 

Because the searchlight could illuminate the distance, but it could not reach the bottom of its own lamp 

post, so if someone swam over from the bottom of the water, it would be very difficult for them to be 

discovered. Then, they would drill the window wide and get yan ru out of the secret room Then, they 

would sneak back in. 

According to the analysis of the situation, Yan ru should have been taken away by someone using 

snorkeling! 

Then, who would use such a method to take Yan ru away? 

Nangong Xun It seemed like he had never heard of Nangong Xun’s ability to snorkeling. He was only a 

racing expert. Moreover, five years ago, after Nangong Xun lost to him in car racing, it was said that he 

had lost interest in car racing in recent years. Moreover, Nangong Xun did not seem to have invested in 

undersea exploration He probably did not have any talents in this area. 

Leng Leiting’s people? 

It seemed unlikely because Leng Leiting did not have a deep hatred with Yan ru. He had captured Yan ru 

this time because he mistook Yan ru for Xi Muxue, and Leng Leiting only wanted to get back the money 

that he had been cheated by Xi Muxue. 

Since it was not Leng Leiting or Nangong Xun, then who had taken Yan ru away? 

He and Yan ru had been separated for five years. In these five years, he did not know what kind of days 

Yan ru had lived. He also did not know what kind of friends and enemies she had. 

However, he was certain of one thing. The news that Yan ru had been captured by Dongfang Jun must 

have been found out by her friends or enemies in the past five years. 

And the person who took Yan ru away was either her friends from the past five years or her enemies 

from the past five years. 



However, did Yan ru fall into the hands of her friend or her enemy It seemed that he had to let Ahao 

investigate this matter properly. 

Of course, his deal with Dongfang Jun also came to an abrupt end because of Yan Ru’s disappearance. 

Dongfang Mei became angry out of humiliation She could not help but say to Dongfang Mo, “Dongfang 

Group doesn’t have any money now, so we can’t return your third share to you. Why don’t you continue 

to invest in Dongfang Group? ” 

When Dongfang Mo heard these words, the corner of his mouth curled into a mocking smile Then, he 

said mockingly, “Aunt Gu, we’re already in this life-and-death situation. Do you think I, Dongfang Mo, 

will foolishly throw more money into the Dongfang Corporation? ” 
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Yan Ru was dragged out of the Secret Chamber on Dongfang Jun’s cruise by Che Qixuan and quickly 

dived into the water. Of course, Yan ru did not know how to dive, but she had a miniature oxygen tank 

on her diving suit Therefore, with the help of Che Qixuan, she barely managed to swim less than ten 

meters. 

The submarine that Pu Yongjun had brought was waiting for them ten meters away, so everything went 

smoothly. Yan Ru and Che Qixuan boarded Pu Yongjun’s submarine and headed towards the largest 

island nearby. 

When Dongfang Mo and Dongfang Jun were looking for Yan ru, Yan ru was already hundreds of nautical 

miles away, so Dongfang Mo and Dongfang Jun could not find her. 

Yan Ru followed Che Qixuan to her home in Incheon, South Korea, on the fifth day. This was not because 

the distance was very far, but because Yan ru did not have an ID again In the end, Pu Yongjun used the 

submarine to sneak her across the international boundary from the bottom of the sea. 

Little feather had not seen her mother for half a month, and had not seen her father for a few days. She 

was crying at home, and no matter how Pu Zhihui tried to coax her, she could not coax her. She was 

thinking that if Che Qixuan and Pu Yongjun did not bring Yan ru back.. She would have to bring little 

feather to look for them. 

Fortunately, the three of them had returned. Pu Zhihui could not help but mutter, “d * Mn it, the most 

difficult person to coax in this world is a child. I will never be your wet nurse again. ” 

When Yan ru heard this, she washed little feather’s face, which was covered with snot and tears, and 

teased, “Zhihui, you can’t say things so perfectly. You are still young. In the future, when you get 

married, you will inevitably have to get married and have children. When you have children, if you don’t 

be a wet nurse, who will be your wet nurse? ” 

Pu Zhihui was stunned when she heard this. Then, she glared at Yan ru and shouted angrily, “who wants 

to get married? Are you mistaken? I’m not getting married. There isn’t a good man in this world. Even if 

there is one, it’s still… ” 



Pu Zhihui only cursed halfway before she stopped. Then, she quickly turned around and stepped on the 

wooden floor to go downstairs. Obviously, she didn’t want to stay with them for another minute. 

Che Qixuan’s face turned slightly red. He stood up and walked upstairs to his room. Pu Yongjun quickly 

stood up and chased after him. Then, he explained to him in a low voice, “Qixuan, don’t argue with ji-jie. 

She has always been a person who doesn’t mean what she says. ” 

“I know, ” Che Qixuan replied in a low voice Then, he lightly bit his lips and said, “I’m the one who 

disappointed her. Actually, I should have told her earlier. Now, I’m worried that she won’t be able to fall 

in love with another man from now on. If that’s the case, I’ll be committing a huge sin… ” 

“It won’t happen, it definitely won’t happen. ” Pu Yongjun hurriedly took over Che Qixuan’s words. 

Then, he turned back to look at Yan ru and said, “Um, Yan Ru, do you know any single men from the 

artists you know? Why don’t you help Pu Zhihui introduce one? ” 

When Yan ru heard this, countless fine beads of sweat immediately appeared on her forehead. She was 

introducing a boyfriend to Pu Zhihui? 

Oh my God, was this a job that she could do Moreover, she herself was a complete mess of men. She 

had no idea what kind of man was a good man, so how could she help Pu Zhihui introduce him? 

In her life, she had met two men who treated her well. The first was Zheng Yifan! 

In the past, she had treated Zheng Yifan as her life’s reliance. She even thought of living a life together 

with him. 
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But in the end, fate played a trick on her. Before she and Zheng Yifan could even begin their lives, they 

were separated from each other by Dongfang Mo.. 

From then on, she and Zheng Yifan were separated by the ends of the Earth. Zheng Yifan had his own 

life, and she also had her own direction. It was impossible for them to be together anymore. 

The other man who treated her well was Che Qixuan. She was really married to Che Qixuan, but Che 

Qixuan’s body and heart could not belong to her. This was because Che Qixuan’s body and mind 

belonged to Pu Yongjun. 

She had stayed in Korea for five years, and she had also painted for four years. Of course, she knew 

some men who were obsessed with painting, but they probably weren’t the same as Pu Zhihui, so they 

shouldn’t be able to go together. 

Therefore, she definitely couldn’t complete such a huge task for Pu Yongjun Therefore, she could only 

say to Pu Yongjun regretfully, “love is something that can’t be explained clearly. Sometimes, it comes 

when it comes, and marriage is about fate. It’s not urgent to rush, and wisdom is still young. When she 

meets the person she likes and also likes her one day, you can’t stop her even if you want to. ” 

When Pu Yongjun heard Yan ru’s words, he immediately stopped GNAWING. After a moment of silence, 

he walked upstairs to his car’s room. 



Yan Ru immediately knew what to do and wanted to bring Yu Yu back to her room. However, Yu Yu was 

unhappy and could not help but shout, “then what’s going on with Uncle Pu? Auntie Zhi has already 

gone home, why isn’t he home yet? I want to sleep with daddy tonight. ” 

Yan Ru naturally could not answer little feather’s question, so she pulled her into the room and quickly 

changed the topic, “Yu Yu, during the half a month that I was away, other than participating in the ballet 

competition, what else did you do? ” 

“I even drew, ” little feather answered proudly Then, she turned around and took out a small piece of A4 

paper from her bag and handed it to Yan ru. “Mommy, look, I drew you. During the time that you were 

away, Yu Yu missed mommy every day. ” 

Yan Ru’s nose turned sour, and her eyes instantly became moist. She hugged her daughter tightly in her 

arms and whispered, “Yu Yu, mommy misses you too. I miss you every day. I miss you so much. ” 

“Then Mommy, where have you been for the past half a month? ” Little feather raised his head from 

Yan ru’s chest and used one hand to wipe away the tears on Yan ru’s face. 

Where have you been for the past half a month? 

To your own father, Yan ru answered in her heart. Of course, she did not dare to say this out loud 

because little feather still did not know that Che Qishan was not her father. 

“Isn’t mommy attending an art exhibition in Paris? ” Yan Ru quickly fabricated a lie in her heart “because 

there were so many people attending the art exhibition in Paris, the exhibition was originally held for 

three days. Later, it was postponed to five days. Mommy received unanimous praise at the art exhibition 

in Paris. Then, she was invited to attend the Mogao Art Exhibition in Provence, which was held in the 

south of France. Therefore, she was delayed for a few days there, so she came back late. ” 

“Mommy went to Provence? ” Little feather suddenly became excited. Then, he quickly asked, “then, did 

mommy go to the old cafe in the van Gogh portrait to have coffee? ” 

“Of course, ” Yan ru answered along with little feather’s laughter. She was glad that she had made up 

this excuse well. 

“Does Mommy know what kind of painting is hanging on the left wall of the coffee shop? which year did 

van Gogh paint it? ” Little feather asked relentlessly. 
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Yan Ru was dumbfounded. She was making this up. How would she know what kind of painting was 

hanging on the left-hand side of the entrance of the cafe in Van Gogh’s portrait Which year did Van 

Gogh draw it? 

“this… ” Yan ru hesitated for a moment Then, she carefully explained, “Yu Yu, there was indeed a 

painting hanging on the left-hand side of the entrance of the cafe, but Mommy didn’t pay attention to 

what it was, so I don’t know which year van Gogh drew it. ” 



As soon as Yan ru finished her words, little feather immediately slipped out of her arms Then, with an 

angry face, she growled, “Mommy is a liar, a big liar. You definitely didn’t go to that cafe to drink coffee, 

because the left-hand side of the cafe entrance is the window, who would hang a painting on the 

window Everyone hangs a full-length curtain on the window, okay?” 

Only then did Yan ru react, and she quickly came over to hold little feather’s hand She apologized to her 

in a low voice, “I’m sorry, Yu Yu, mommy really didn’t go to the south of France, nor to Provence, and 

even more, she didn’t go to the ancient cafe in Van Gogh’s portrait. ” 

Yan Ru paused for a moment, then pressed her forehead against Yu Yu’s She said softly, “Yu Yu, you’re 

still young. Mommy can’t tell you many things, but you have to know that mommy loves you. No matter 

where Mommy is, Mommy will always love you. That’s enough. ” 

Yu Yu was finally not angry anymore. She threw herself into Yan ru’s arms and hugged her neck tightly 

with her small arms With a thick nasal voice, she shouted, “Mommy, don’t leave me in the future. Don’t 

ever leave me. Yu Yu can’t sleep at night without mommy. ” 

“I won’t. Not Anymore. ” The warm liquid in Yan Ru’s eyes burst out. She sobbed and promised her 

daughter, “from now on, Mommy will never leave Korea again. From now on, no matter where I go, I 

have to bring Yu Yu with me. ” 

“Mommy is so nice. ” Little feather finally showed a smile. Then, she kissed Yan ru’s cheek with her pink 

little mouth. “Mommy, I’m going to cook noodles for you now. Yu Yu has already learned how to cook 

noodles while Mommy is away for half a month. ” 

“really? ” Yan Ru immediately became happy. She raised her head and looked at her pretty daughter. 

Her eyes widened in surprise as she asked, “Yu Yu is so capable? You actually learned how to Cook Now? 

” 

“OF COURSE! ” Yu Yu answered proudly. Then, she let go of Yan ru and walked to the kitchen. Obviously, 

she was going to help Yan ru with the noodles. 

Yan Ru quickly chased after her. She stood at the kitchen door and looked at little feather who was 

putting on an apron for her like an adult. She couldn’t help but ask worriedly, “Yu Yu, are you sure you 

can do it yourself? Do you want… Mommy to help you? ” 

“No need, ” Yu Yu answered like an adult. As she skillfully washed the pot, she said to Yan Ru, who was 

standing at the door, “mommy, just go and sit properly in the dining room. Yu Yu will be able to make 

you a bowl of tomato omelet noodles very soon. ” 

When Yan ru heard Yu Yu’s words, she was a little worried. However, when she saw that the little girl’s 

movements were relatively quick, she could not help but think that it seemed that people were made by 

the environment. During the half a month that she was not around, Pu Zhihui probably could not be 

bothered to help little feather cook Hence, when little feather was hungry, she could only do it herself. 

Just like when she was young, she and Xi Muxue were twin sisters, but their fates were different. When 

she was five, not only could she take care of her own matters, she also had to help mother Wang. 

However, when her twin sister Xi Muxue was five, she did not even know how to wear clothes. When 

she ate, she even had to be fed mouthful by mouthful. She was truly a rich young lady. 



Yu Yu did not exaggerate. Yan Ru only waited in the restaurant for more than ten minutes before Yu Yu 

helped her bring out a bowl of steaming and fragrant fried egg noodles with tomatoes. 

 


